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By Anne Villeneuve

Kids Can Press, Canada, 2016. Hardback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Loula s three brothers, the
Rotten Pirate Triplets, don t want to play with her. ?Brothers, ?
mutters Loula, ?the worst invention in the world.? She decides
what she really needs is a sister, one just like her. So naturally,
she asks her parents to make one for her. Only, it s not that easy.
Her father explains, ?Making a sister is . . . well, it s like making a
cake. You need the right ingredients.? To make a sister, they say,
you need a papa and a mama, butterflies in the stomach, a full
moon, a candlelit supper, kisses and hugs and chocolate. Well,
that s no problem. Loula can follow this recipe! And she sets out
with her loyal sidekick, the chauffeur Gilbert, to do just that. This
second picture book written and illustrated by Anne Villeneuve
about the charming and witty Loula firmly establishes her as a
classic character who will endure in the hearts of young
children. Her slightly eccentric home life adds a delightful
whimsy to Loula s escapades, even while the book deals with the
very common experience of...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication may be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It really is writter in simple terms and
never difficult to understand. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Na ta lie Abbott-- Na ta lie Abbott

This book will not be simple to get going on reading but extremely exciting to read through. Yes, it can be play, still an
interesting and amazing literature. I am very easily could possibly get a delight of reading a written book.
-- Rene O lson-- Rene O lson
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